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Abstract
We participate in the LT4HALA2022 shared task EvaHan. There are two subtasks in this task. Subtask 1 is word segmentation,
and subtask 2 is part-of-speech tagging. Each subtask consists of two tracks, a close track that can only use the data and models
provided by the organizer, and an open track without restrictions. We employ three pre-trained models, two of which are
open-source pre-trained models for ancient Chinese (Siku-Roberta and roberta-classical-chinese), and one is our pre-trained
GlyphBERT combined with glyph features. Our methods include data augmentation, data pre-processing, model pretraining,
downstream fine-tuning, k-fold cross validation and model ensemble. We achieve competitive P, R, and F1 scores on both
our own validation set and the final public test set. For the word segmentation task and the part-of-speech tagging task,
respectively, on F1 on the close track, we achieved 91.89 and 85.74 on test A, and 80.75 and 69.62 on test B; similarly, on the
open track, we achieved 92.33 and 86.47 for test A, and 81.24 and 70.05 for test B.
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1.

Introduction

ploy model ensemble. We achieve competitive scores
on P, R, and F1 in our test set.

Our team HITszTMG participates in the LT4HALA
shared task EvaHan 2022. This task contains two
subtasks: Chinese word segmentation and part-ofspeech tagging. Chinese word segmentation and partof-speech tagging tasks are two basic tasks in natural
language processing. Chinese word segmentation aims
to divide the continuous word sequence into word units.
The input is a continuous word sequence (a sentence),
and the output is a segmented word unit sequence. The
part-of-speech tagging task is to tag each word with a
separate label that represents usage and its syntactic effect, such as noun, verb, adjective, etc. The input is
a sequence of consecutive words (a sentence), and the
output is the sequence of parts of speech corresponding
to each word.
Each subtask consists of two tracks, a close track that
can only use the data and models provided by the organizer, and an open track without restrictions. For
close tracks, we employ Siku-Roberta model [王东波
et al.] , utilize some data post-processing methods, and
try some downstream fine-tuning tricks to improve performance. For the open track, we obtain some ancient
text data and use the jiayan1 toolkit for data augmentation; we also use multiple pretraining models: GlyphBERT (pre-trained by us) [Li et al.2021], Siku-Roberta
and roberta-classical-chinese, 2 for downstream finetuning, and use some fine-tuning tricks; finally, we em-

2.
2.1.

Related Work

Chinese Word Segmentation (CWS)

Chinese Word Segentation is a fundamental task in
Chinese language processing. There is extensive research ( [Sproat and Shih1990], [Xue and Shen2003],
[Huang et al.2007], [Liu et al.2014]). In recent years,
deep neural networks have also been widely used to
solve the CWS problem with great success. ( [Zhou et
al.2017], [Yang et al.2017], [Ma et al.2018], [Yang et
al.2019]). They can better perform word segmentation
through contextual information and knowledge learned
in the pre-training process.

2.2.

Part-of-speech Tagging

Part-of-speech (POS) tagging is a fundamental task in
NLP as well. It’s one of the first stages in natural language processing, as an initial stage of information extraction, summarization, retrieval, machine tranlation
and speech conversion. [Patil et al.2014]One of classical approaches is generally done with a maximum entroph Markov model(MEMM) [Ratnaparkhi1996]. Recently, deep models are employed to achieve a better performance for this task ( [Józefowicz et al.2016],
[Choi2016]).

2.3.
∗ equal contribution
†
corresponding author
1
Jiayan: ancient Chinese toolkit https://github.
com/jiaeyan/Jiayan
2
roberta-classical-chinese
https://
huggingface.co/KoichiYasuoka/
roberta-classical-chinese-large-char

Pre-trained Language Model (PLM)

The classic word embedding technology, such as
Word2Vec [Mikolov et al.2013] and GloVe [Pennington et al.2014] is static. These methods learn the word
embeddings with fixed dimensions and meaning rather
than contextual information through training on largescale corpora. To address this problem, researchers
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study how to learn word embeddings that can contain
more comprehensive contextual information. ELMo
[Peters et al.2018] is proposed to capture contextual
features. BERT [Devlin et al.2018] employs masking
language model (MLM) and Next Sentence Prediction
(NSP) as pre-train tasks, and then the neural network
can learn the context information very well. Based on
BERT’s architecture and idea, some studies have proposed different pre-training methods to enhance the effect of BERT. Roberta [Liu et al.2019] improves the
performance of BERT by employing the MLM by dynamically masking computation while abandoning the
NSP task. Roberta optimizes its pre-training process to
make the language representation learned by the model
more robust, showing better performance than BERT
in many tasks.
In addition, researchers are concerned that pre-trained
models do not generalize to all problems in all domains, so they start training models that fit for unique
domains. In the field of ancient Chinese, robertaclassical-chinese and Siku-Roberta both show excellent
performance in the field of ancient Chinese by adopting different training corpora. We also pre-train GlyphBERT, a pre-train BERT model that can capture glyph
information to train a better ability of representation.

2.4.

pand a part of the pseudo-corpus as data augmentation
first.
We have expanded Modern Chinese and Ancient Chinese respectively. For modern Chinese, we use the
named entity datasets MSRA and People, which are
two NER datasets commonly used in the field of Chinese natural language processing. And then we preprocess their test set according to our BIOE labeling way,
to be consistent with our training set. The size of this
corpus is about 20k. For ancient Chinese, we find a
collected open source project that includes the twentyfour histories. After randomly shuffling these ancient
Chinese texts, we randomly select a part of them using
another open-source project Jiayan for part-of-speech
tagging. The size of this corpus is about 20k.
In addition, after the test set is open, we observe the results of the model and find that the models have insufficient labeling ability for some special symbols (such
as ”, ”, [, ], etc.). We analyze that it is due to the lack
of corpus of special symbols in the training set. So we
collect the part of the training set that contains special
symbols and perform a fine-tuning as the augmented
data.

3.2.

Glyph Vector

Compared with English words, Chinese characters consist of more complex symbolic results. Chinese characters often have unique structures and radicals, and
these radicals are often related to the meaning of the
word, so obtaining glyph information can help models
better understand contextual semantics.There have also
been many researches ( [Su and Lee2017], [Meng et
al.2019], [Chen et al.2020]) that demonstrate the effectiveness of incorporating glyph information into pretrained models. The typical method is to use a deep
convolutional neural network to extract glyph features
of Chinese characters from images. Then combining glyph information and word embeddings can enhance the representation of Chinese characters. We
use HanGlyph module as a feature extraction module,
and pre-train our own glyph pre-training model GlyphBERT, which also gets competitive results in this competition.

3.

3.3.

Pre-training Models and GlyphBERT

Since most of the pre-trained models are trained on
modern texts, it is also important to select suitable pretrained models. On the close track, we use the SikuRoberta provided by the organizer. On the open track,
in addition to Siku-Roberta, we also select robertaclassical-chinese and our own pre-trained GlyphBERT.
Although GlyphBERT is trained through modern Chinese corpus, experiments show that GlyphBERT also
has an excellent performance in this task. This may
benefit from the good learning and application of glyph
features by GlyphBERT, which make this model has a
great ability of transfer.

Our Methods

Our methods include data augmentation, data preprocessing, model pre-training, downstream finetuning, K-fold cross validation and model ensemble.
We achieve competitive P, R, and F1 scores on both
our own validation set and the final public test set.

3.1.

Preprocessing

In this task, we combine Chinese word segmentation
and part-of-speech tagging into a sequence tagging
task. After tagging the part-of-speech of each word
with the BIOE tagging method, we then segmented the
words according to the tags.
First, we mark all parts of speech involved in this task
through the BIOE tagging method, with a total of 88
kinds.
At the same time, since there was no public test set in
the early stage of the competition, we divide 1-7000
into the training set, 7001-7700 as the validation set,
and the rest into the test set.

3.4.

Downstream Fine-tuning

Downstream fine-tuning has always been an important
step that affects model performance. In this task, we
add a CRF layer to the output results before the fully
connected layer in the downstream, and set a different
learning rate for the CRF layer. The experimental results show that the CRF layer has an excellent effect on

Data Augmentation

This part focuses on the open track. Some research has
shown that the larger corpus and the more distribution,
the better the generalization performance and robustness of the trained model. Since this, we decide to ex-
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Segmentation

Pos tagging

Models

P

R

F1

P

R

F1

Siku-Roberta
+CRF
+Data augmentation
+Change Lr
+K-fold

88.2762
88.4167
90.4368
91.7447
92.7101

88.2762
92.0458
91.1646
92.3494
94.8314

89.3116
90.1948
90.7993
92.0460
93.7588

80.0600
80.3061
82.6507
84.4133
87.4430

81.9605
83.6022
83.3158
84.9697
89.4438

80.9991
81.9210
82.9819
84.6906
88.4321

Table 1: The experimental results of Siku-Roberta on our dividing test set. The methods we take have effectively improved
the model performance.
Segmentation

Pos tagging

Models

P

R

F1

P

R

F1

roberta-classical-chinese
+CRF
+Data augmentation
+Change Lr

95.6615
95.7000
95.5804
95.6294

95.6692
95.7541
95.4953
95.2002

95.6654
95.7270
95.5378
95.4143

90.4941
90.4664
90.2623
90.5764

90.5014
90.5176
90.1820
90.1698

90.4978
90.4920
90.2221
90.3727

Table 2: The experimental results of roberta-classical-chinese on our delineated test set. Despite our use of these methods,
the results are not much different from the original. So, we choose the roberta-classical-chinese model with CRF when doing
model ensemble.
Segmentation

Pos tagging

Models

P

R

F1

P

R

F1

GlyphBERT
+CRF
+Data augmentation
+Change Lr

93.9186
92.6289
92.6731
92.4743

93.5467
92.3450
92.2838
92.6058

93.7323
93.3370
92.4780
92.5400

87.3382
86.1587
85.3341
85.5207

86.9924
86.5049
84.9756
85.6423

87.1650
85.7965
85.1544
85.5815

Table 3: The experimental results of GlyphBERT on our dividing test set. The methods we take are not very effective on
GlyphBERT, so we choose to use GlyphBERT baseline when doing model ensemble.

classical-chinese-base-char, roberta-classical-chineselarge-char, GlyphBERT. Among them, Siku-Roberta
and roberta-classical-chinese have similar architectures, but their training corpora are quite different.
GlyphBERT is unique in its architecture, training corpus, and feature extraction method. So we think they
will have a great effect in ensemble.

the sequence labeling task, and setting learning rates
for the CRF layer different from the base model is also
very effective.

3.5.

K-fold Cross Validation

We divide the original data into K groups (K-Fold), use
each subset data as a validation set, and use the remaining K-1 sets of subset data as a training set, so that we
obtain K models accordingly. The K models evaluate
the results in the validation set respectively, then make
predictions in the test set, and finally combine the prediction results of the K models to obtain the prediction
labels of the test set. Cross-validation effectively utilizes limited data, and the evaluation results can be as
close as possible to the performance of the model on
the test set, which can be used as an indicator for model
optimization.

3.6.

4.
4.1.

Experiments and Analysis

Experimental Settings

Our implementations of Siku-Roberta, robertaclassical-chinese-char, GlyphBERT are based on the
public pytorch implementation from Transformers.
Siku-Roberta is in large size, while roberta-classicalchinese-char models of both large and base versions
are used. GlyphBERT is implemented base on Pytorch
and Transformers library. During pre-training, we
follow the hyper-parameters setting of the original
implementation. During fine-tuning, We set the maximum length of the sentence to 512. We use a single
Tesla v100s GPU with 32gb memory, and fine-tuning
time varies from 6 to 12 hours for each model.

Model Ensemble

Ensemble of multiple models is a common method
used in competitions. The ensemble of models often requires certain differences between several models, such as using different corpora for training, or using different architectures. In this task we use 4 different models for ensemble: Siku-Roberta, roberta-
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Segmentation

Pos tagging

P

R

F1

P

R

F1

test A close1
test A close2

90.8050
90.7833

92.9935
93.0326

91.8862
91.8942

84.7235
84.7024

86.7655
86.8010

85.7323
85.7389

test A open1
test A open2

91.0912
91.1994

93.4130
93.4947

92.2375
92.3328

85.2745
85.4086

87.4480
87.5582

86.3476
86.4701

test B close1
test B close2

82.1870
82.7873

77.8193
78.8168

79.9435
80.7533

70.2067
71.3723

66.4456
67.9465

68.2744
69.6173

test B open1
test B open2

83.2716
82.2262

79.2979
78.3115

81.2361
80.2211

71.8098
70.7657

68.3830
67.3967

70.0545
69.0401

Table 4: The results of our eight submitted texts using the official final release evaluation script. On test B, the performance
degradation of our model is more obvious. We think this is mainly due to the large differences in language habits in test B due
to dynasties or other factors.

4.2.

Experimental Results and Analysis

char and Siku-Roberta training on the expanded data
set, as well as results of roberta-classical-chinese-char
(including both base and large versions) using 5-fold
cross validation.
The model usage on test B is the same as that on test A.
However, results of test B are much worse than results
of test A. We argue that the results of test B may come
from other dynasties, and the usage of some words is
slightly different from that of Siku Quanshu, resulting
in a decline in the model prediction effect.

In the early stage of the competition, We intercept the
last 1100 records of the dataset as the test set. Table 1
shows the experimental results of the baseline on this
test set after using different tricks. The baseline is a
Siku-Roberta model used on the close track. We set
the learning rate to 1e-4, the batch size to 2, and the
epoch to 5, and then obtained 89.3116 and 80.9991
points on the F1 score of word segmentation and partof-speech tagging, respectively. After adding a CRF
layer to get the prediction results, the F1 value of both
tasks improved by 1 point. Then we add additional
corpus besides CRF, and the scores of the two tasks
also increased steadily. Finally, we set the learning rate
of the CRF layer to 10 times that of the base model,
and get 93.7588 and 88.4321 points in the two tasks,
respectively. Table 2 and Table 3 show the cases of
roberta-classical-chinese-large-char model and GlyphBERT model, respectively. If only using the robertaclassical-chinese-large-char model, we will get scores
of 95.6654 and 90.4978 on the F1 score of the two
tasks, which already exceeds the performance of the
Siku-Roberta model. Although the GlyphBERT model
basically exceeds the Siku-Robera in all indicators, it is
not as good as the roberta-classical-chinese-large-char
model. Before the release of the official test data, we
finally use several models to predict the original 1100
pieces of test set with various tricks. These models
include roberta-classical-chinese-char (both base and
large), Siku-Roberta and GlyphBERT. After the ensemble at the logits, we achieve F1 scores of 95.9438 and
90.9540 on the two tasks respectively.
In the latter stage of the competition, each team has two
submission opportunities for each of the two test sets in
each track. Table 4 shows the final results of our model
on the competition test set. For the close track of test
A, We seperately submit the Siku-Roberta model with
10-fold cross-validation, and the combined results of
5-fold and 10-fold cross-validation at a logits ratio of
1:2. For the open track of test A, based on the close
track, we add the results of roberta-classical-chinese-

5.

Conclusion

We introduce our submission for LT4HALA shared
task EvaHan2022. For the close track, we propose
some simple but efficient data augmentation methods and fine-tune methods. For the open track, we
propose methods including data augmentation, data
pre-processing, model pretraining, downstream finetuning, K-fold cross validation and model ensemble.
We find that our model GlyphBERT performs well on
transfer learning in this task. For the word segmentation task and the part-of-speech tagging task, respectively, on F1 on the close track, we achieved 91.89 and
85.74 on test A, and 80.75 and 69.62 on test B; similarly, on the open track, we achieved 92.33 and 86.47
for test A, and 81.24 and 70.05 for test B.
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